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ABSTRACT

The film in its entirety is shot on 16mm Kodak stock. The physicality
of this analogue technique confers the modified virtual space and
its inhabitants with the aesthetic integrity of the actual. The virtual
space, constructed from real objects and people, is thus received back
into the physical realm through the process of film exposure, granting
it a reality ontologically indiscernible from the accompanying liveaction footage.
Since the animated scenes are constituted by the same subjects as the
live-action scenes, and because both kinds of footage are captured in
the same manner, it becomes increasingly difficult for an audience
to perceive difference between either kind of shot. Therefore, if
ever uncanniness is sensed— if there is some notion that what one
is witnessing cannot be wholly real— the reality of both forms of
footage are called into question and, by extension, the integrity of the
real image is challenged.

Over the last two years, I have been developing films and video
games that hybridise techniques of live action and animation. This
has primarily been done by reconstructing and modifying scenes
from 3D photogrammetric scans that I make of objects, people, and
places, allowing me to assemble new, imaginary spaces informed by
the actual architecture and dimensions of my surroundings.
With research developed in my most recent video game Study 001:
Bathing + Excavation, I am utilising new methods of performancecapture to portray intimate character expression in an imagined New
England town. As well as performing in live-action scenes, the actors
of the film are scanned, and their virtual-doubles rigged with a digital
skeleton. This allows for that same actor to perform actions in a
modified motion-capture suit, that will then be translated faithfully
into their virtual double’s body. This process is important to the
narrative of my work because as well as allowing an actor’s physical
performance to be captured accurately, the mobility of the motioncapture system allows a performance that remains informed by the
architecture being represented.

By blurring the lines between the physical and digital in these
ways, my work interrogates the notion of a real landscape versus a
dreamed one. After all, both live-action and digital animation are
merely representations of space, not space itself, and so both relate to
architecture and landscape through an inherent virtuality and myth. I
therefore consider this process-driven project a compelling procedure
by which one might come to view a city. For through this film, if one
begins to see the real image of a place as fiction, an audience is well
positioned to perceive the place itself as fiction too. This grants the
film’s narrative a unique opportunity to examine a real city as one
would a mythology, allowing the work to visually explore the desires,
ideologies and stories upon which the actual—and yet at one point
imagined—metropolis was built.
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wild yet captured landscape. The obvious difference was that the
image was not finalised nor coagulated like a picture: as one moved
round it, the objects inside moved, too. This, I’m certain, is why my
uncle identified it as a window. He took nothing for granted but saw
all without a socialised gaze, building each entity up according to a
new and rigorous analysis. I believe it was for this reason his face
always appeared devastatingly tired.
“Above all, dear brother, above all! That window has at its disposal a
mechanism that nothing can resist. That portion of forest, that scene
between the frame ... Only from it, might we understand...”
My father returned an abhorrent glare at his brother. Unaware or
uncaring, my uncle continued:
“Nothing can resist the mechanism of the window. But only nothing.”

It was the image of the boy at the window that first led me to my
construction of worlds. That evening, I remember the forest of attics
bellowing above my family. The gale had caught us all off-guard: it
juddered down the house, down the pipes, through my uncle’s room,
through my uncle.
He continued much the same way he often did, prone to mythological
ravings, espousing vast philosophical treatises on the most prosaic,
commonplace objects of the home. We were worried that his visit,
his noise, would disturb the silent, unknown lodgers whose rooms
stretched through to the back of the house. But thankfully his trip had
coincided with the gale — his voice mustered a similar intonation
to the storm outside (one of dreams and complication), and so his
presence remained almost blissfully unnoticed.
That evening, our family congregated in the living room. It was much
the biggest space of the house and was decorated mostly by paintings
my mother had made on her countless trips to the gloaming heath.
The large window by the armchair had always appeared as just one
more of her paintings, another perfectly-composed view into some

As the saner elders returned to their silent drinks, I felt the remark
disturbing me somehow, reshaping me. At the time I wasn’t sure why:
the window marked a view of lawn and wood I had seen countless
times over. And yet somehow, I could sense an enthralling perspective
in which my uncle’s words were true. I felt a reassessment was
required.
After the sham of dinner, after each member of my family receded to
the shadows of their rooms, I crept downstairs to the armchair by the
window. In that storm-laden light, there was something partial about
the scene, something I hadn’t noticed before. It didn’t unfold on a
single level of the surface as was customary, but instead continually
referred to something else — something behind and without. This
made it difficult to scrutinise a particular layer or object, like
attempting to find an articulated point in a shifting white sky. The
layers of garden, fence, and quivering tree could never stand forth
in full array, and so in a sense the scene between the window-frame
never arrived.
Instead I found my eyes settling only on the space between things,
the sole stable form in that perpetually unfurling darkness. My
mind traced its void, its chasm that isolated one object’s being from
another. Thoughts spilled along these twisting gulfs, and I imagined

all the sacred shadow required to formulate the countless articles of
garden and forest. It was this invisibility, this hiddenness of object,
that supported and gave constitution to the framed image I had
so often looked on. The hidden remainder of every tree flowered
omnidirectionally into the black night, and the vapour of some
obscure excitement merged along a perspective I could never own.
It felt that the window now revealed only a narrow illumination, one
that rested upon an infinite concealment; my sightline just a tangent
of the umbral expanse in which the scene resided. It was then that my
thoughts departed from the glassen frame, and turned upwards upon
the forces that lay outside it. The gale funnelled them away into the
gaps of the wood and dove downwind through the dark remainder.
Merging with mythology, I lost myself down the falling streets, past
the suburban burrows and away from barrow and grave into mountain
valley. Cleaving to gutters of trees and sunken pathways, brushing
past the shrieking horse of the wood and into the deathly throes of
root, shoot and botanical splendour. Into the hollowed oak itself.
Then blackness, vacuum, my uncle’s words... until the dark dimension
of the corridor, windowed by various lodgers. Through the wise old
door into the safety of carpet territory— away from nightmare, but
caught in a shadowed veil. Up the stairs, through the stammering light,
into the threshold of the living room—I couldn’t turn— trembling
slowly past my mother’s fixed landscapes, filling them, approaching
the sumptuous chair in which the boy sat, through spring and goose
down, the chair goes cold, as a gaze seeps to the back of his head, the
back of his eyes. The shadowed expanse of the window; the shadowed
expanse of my line of sight. Trembling through the turbulent planet
and out of the unfathomable depths of our house, into me. The boy
made one with wood, no inside against outside: just layer after layer
after layer.
Nothing can resist the mechanism of the window. But only nothing.
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conjured the feeling I aimed to represent. I could linger immersively,
and feel like a conduit of the seeping world, rather than an artist of
the real one.
Through these explorations I have realised that my artwork in its
completion is not so much about establishing world - that is only
ever the initiating attempt. Instead, each project proposes a story of
construction: a narrative that is only ever as process. For this reason,
my films and games do not represent places to be consumed, but
instead intimate where these places might come from. The process of
world-making as narrative allows the audience to perceive more than
just the conjured space, it allows one to see what it is constituted by.

It was the space between the trees in the neighbouring wood that
first lead me to my construction of worlds, the gulf connecting two
trunks of oak. I used to call them seepings because it felt that a world
was unfurling there, one that coiled through matter into the very cusp
of perception. As time went by I noticed these seepings could be
experienced not only in the natural world but also in the configuration
of aesthetic objects: through artwork, photography and design. Worlds
could seep from the gaps these artefacts entailed, producing an active
absence I had known only in the alcoves of landscape.
It was then, when I began making work myself, desperately attempting
to preserve these flashes of world through narrative fiction. I did
this mainly to prolong my exposure to them but also to see if it was
possible to build an interface by which others might perceive them
too. I found that my attempts were most gratifying when the process
by which I made an artwork felt like it was occupying and enacting
the world itself. This is why film (or at least its procedure) became the
primary means by which I attempted to establish narrative: through
the filmmaking process I could physically inhabit the space that

I think of cinema as the porthole to a submarine: the power of
what one might see through its vantage point is constituted by the
unfathomable, depthless ocean that surrounds it. The combination of
the seen and unseen as represented through the framed image is what
produces narrative for me and establishes world. The gate or horizon
of disclosure that an image represents (the perspective that is owned),
rests upon the infinity of disclosures that could have been chosen but
weren’t. This hidden infinity is as crucial as what is actually shown,
for what is seen is constituted by the unseen remainder — it could
never have existed without its unknowable surroundings.
My work attempts to bring to presence this hiddenness, not by
representing it explicitly (for this would empty the remainder of
meaning), but instead by acknowledging its consequential power
through narrative intervention and world-construction. This I believe
can be achieved most readily when void (or the space between things)
is acknowledged in a work as the primary force in a narrative’s
development. By emphasising this invisibility, this blankness at
bottom, an artwork may for moments dislocate the subject/object
distinction, and produce an authentic, animal encounter where the
separation of context and humanhood dissolves upon the recognition
that void subtends both.
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